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Figure 1 a) Using Containers to select and manipulate objects with the spatial context. b) Comparing different designs with Parallel
Objects, c) Pulling off and Placing a Parallel Avatar Object to share views.
ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Virtual Reality enables users to explore content whose
physics are only limited by our creativity. Such limitless
environments provide us with many opportunities to explore
innovative ways to support productivity and collaboration.
We present Spacetime, a scene editing tool built from the
ground up to explore the novel interaction techniques that
empower single user interaction while maintaining fluid
multi-user collaboration in immersive virtual environments.
We achieve this by introducing three novel interaction
concepts: the Container, a new interaction primitive that
supports a rich set of manipulation and navigation
techniques, Parallel Objects, which enables parallel
manipulation of objects to resolve interaction conflicts and
support design workflows, and Avatar Objects, which
supports interaction among multiple users while maintaining
an individual user’s agency. Evaluated by professional
Virtual Reality designers, Spacetime supports powerful
individual interaction and fluid collaborative workflows.

Virtual reality (VR) has long been an area of exploration in
HCI. VR is often used to enable users to experience
immersive, 3D environments free from the constraints of the
real world. Providing user input in these environments has
long been a tenant of VR [59]. Recent technical advances
allow for high-fidelity tracking such that users can physically
walk around and interact with an environment using their
hands [46]. This freedom enables users to transfer their rich
experiences within the physical world to enhance and ease
their interactions with the digital world. Even with this newfound freedom, users’ perception and input are still,
however, bounded by the limitations of the physical world,
while the breadth of experience available in a VR
environment is limited only by the imagination of its creator.
Bridging the constrained input capabilities and the breadth of
possible experiences has been the focus of much recent work.
Significant efforts have focused on improving the techniques
used to navigate virtual environments and manipulate objects
[12, 29, 38, 51, 52, 57]. Less studied, however, are the
higher-level interaction techniques that enable fluid
workflows in VR, such as for content creation and creative
exploration.
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A key problem of content creation is that once a designer
places objects into an environment (e.g., pen strokes and 3D
models), manipulating multiple objects requires many steps,
which can severely impact and lengthen their workflow. As
such, selecting and manipulating multiple objects has been a
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key research challenge in HCI [17, 29, 64, 65]. While
research on immersive virtual environments has explored
expanding a user’s abilities to interact with objects at
different scales and distances, most proposed techniques
have focused on interacting with a single object [51, 52]. It
is unclear how well existing techniques can be applied to
workflows that involve interacting with multiple objects.

The interweaving of these concepts further leads to a rich set
of interactions for powerful individual interaction and fluid
collaboration. We demonstrate the interactions within
Spacetime, a multi-user scene editing tool. That said, it is our
intention that the proposed interaction techniques can be
applied to other applications in virtual environments. We
also report on the results of an evaluation of these concepts
with professional virtual reality application designers.

Prior techniques also fall short on their applicability to multiuser settings. For example, teleportation allows users to
quickly navigate an environment by pointing to a location
and instantly moving to it [12]. While this may be
straightforward for a single user, it becomes jarring when
multiple users are co-present, as from their perspectives,
another user may suddenly disappear from a conversation or
intrude into their view.

RELATED WORK

The present work draws on prior literature focused on
interaction techniques for direct physical manipulation,
interaction within immersive virtual environments, CSCW,
and collaboration in immersive virtual environments.
Direct Physical Manipulation

Leveraging commonly held physical manipulation skills to
enable rich and intuitive human-computer interaction has
long been a research theme [7, 10, 58]. Extensive work has
explored rich interaction techniques that employ the hands
[12, 62], fingers [38, 60], and graspable objects such as a pen
[44, 58]. Built upon observations of natural human behavior
[26], recent research has also investigated the
complementary roles of hands [11, 51] and different input
modalities [29] for bimanual interaction. These projects
explored a rich set of compelling interaction techniques for
metaphorical physical manipulation and demonstrated the
power of direct physical manipulation.

The above problem relates to the challenges of collaborative
work in immersive virtual environments, where our spatial
awareness and social protocols must to be reconstructed,
protected, and maintained. However, due to the lack of
sensory feedback, natural human-human interaction (e.g.,
lifting another person into the air) is discouraged due to the
risk of motion sickness, thus limiting the users’ natural
interactions. A multi-user virtual environment also inherits
the challenges from Computer-Supported Collaborative
Work (CSCW), where an individual user’s actions may be
further constrained to ensure consistent states of the content
and overall coherence, thus severely impacting the individual
user’s experience.

Research has found that of all the commands in graphical
user interfaces, users can only reliably agree on a single type
of gesture: direct physical manipulation [61]. A common
approach to apply gestural interaction to complex
functionality is to define an application-specific input
vocabulary [2] assisted with gesture teaching system [19].
Alternatively, object-oriented interaction extends the scope
of direct physical manipulation by reifying abstract
primitives, such as attributes [63] and selection [64] as
objects, to serve as the building blocks of an interface that is
entirely directly manipulable.

We thus seek to enable fluid collaborative editing in a VR
environment. We achieve this vision by introducing three
novel interaction concepts:
• We propose the Container as a unifying primitive which
objectifies space and time to ground interaction in context.
The Container consistently encapsulates a rich set of
navigation, selection, and manipulation techniques that can
all be accessed via direct physical manipulation to provide
fluid interaction with objects and navigation of the
environment.
• We further support interaction with Parallel Objects.
Instead of constraining an object to one location at a time,
we allow an object to parallelly exist in multiple states that
can be manipulated by multiple users simultaneously. This
allows for parallel manipulation of the same object without
constraining users’ interaction, multiple parallel versions
for design comparisons, and collaborative commenting that
protects users’ authorship.
• Finally, we unify the concepts of user avatar and object into
Avatar Objects. Instead of treating a user as a separate
concept, we treat users as objects with dynamic behaviors
that can be directly manipulated like other objects. This
allows for consistent and advanced multi-user interaction
without adding complexity to the user interface. The
combination of Avatar Objects and Parallel Objects further
enables rich social interaction without impacting users’
agency.

This work follows in this spirit in that it focuses on new
interaction primitives, i.e., the Container, Parallel Objects,
and Avatar Objects, the direct manipulation of which
supports rich and intuitive navigation and interaction within
a virtual environment.
Interaction in Immersive Virtual Environments

An immersive virtual environment allows users to navigate
and interact with objects without being limited by real world
physics [59]. One key challenge, however, is how to employ
direct manipulation input, which is constrained by the limits
of the human body, to interact with virtual content of
different scales and distances. Various input control
metaphors such as the eyeball-in-hand, scene-in-hand, the
flying vehicle, and ray casting have been proposed to
overcome issues with scale and distance [29]. Mackinlay et
al. proposed the use of teleportation to enable rapid
movement in an immersive environment [38]. Pausch et al.
provided users with miniature representations of the content,
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which could be held by the non-dominant hand as reference
[26], so that the dominant hand can reach in to manipulate
the miniature, whose effects apply to the object it represents.
A World in Miniature (WIM) represents the entire virtual
environment, with which users can select new locations for
an avatar, by moving the avatar miniature within the WIM
[57]. Similarly, Voodoo Dolls enables users to manipulate
remote objects of varying sizes [51]. Go-Go interaction uses
the metaphor of interactively growing a user’s arms to reach
distant objects in a virtual environment [52].

Solely relying on social protocols to prevent or resolve
conflicts, however, has been shown to be insufficient in
many situations [22, 54]. Even in the physical world,
conflicts occur when multiple people try to interact with the
same objects or when one user’s interactions interfere with
another’s, due to the unawareness of other users’ presence or
intention. As such, research has explored additional
coordination policies in CSCW systems [38, 42]. NetSketch,
for example, creates personal offline copies when conflicts
occur, which will later be merged with other versions [38].

Interactive portals have also been proposed to assist with
navigation and manipulation between multiple locations in a
virtual environment [50]. In the Zooming User Interface, a
user can reach into a portal to relocate a remote object into
the current view [50]. Kunert et al. enabled user navigation
in space and time by using virtual photos of a scene as spatial
and temporal references [37].

Instead of applying restrictive coordination policies, we
augment the virtual world’s physics to maintain a fluid
collaboration experience even when social protocols fail to
invoke. We enable the coexistence of parallel versions of
objects in the shared virtual environment, which can be
created implicitly and explicitly, to prevent interference of
individual’s workflow as well as enable flexible and
powerful parallel collaborative exploration of multiple
design alternatives.

Research has also explored dynamically changing content to
enable context-aware interaction. Kopper et al. proposed
automatically changing the scale of content based on users’
interests to allow for comfortable content viewing [36].
Zhang et al. further proposed adjusting the representation of
content based on a user’s scale [66] to provide semantically
meaningful visual representations [50].

Collaboration in Immersive Virtual Environments

Key design challenges to support collaboration in virtual
environments lie in providing sufficient awareness of other
users, enabling flexible and convenient sharing of views and
contexts, and protecting users’ agency [14, 15, 18, 27].

The present work is complementary to such prior work in
that we present an interaction mechanism that encapsulates
many of the above techniques and affords new ones, thus
enabling fluid and expressive interaction with content.

A common approach to sharing views and context in
desktop-based collaborative environments is to provide
additional views [18, 20, 66]. This is challenging in an
immersive multi-scale collaborative virtual environment, as
users dynamically change their own scales and locations.
Gutwin and Greenberg suggested that virtual systems should
allow users to gather awareness information in ways familiar
to the physical world, e.g. through consequential
communication,
feedthrough,
and
intentional
communication [27]. Fraser et al. explored the use of
additional scene views and visualizing collaborators’ fieldof-view and grasping behaviors to increase awareness [18].
Zhang and Furnas explored using different avatar
representations to maintain proper social presence when
avatars were at different scales [66].

Computer-Supported Collaborative Work

Significant work has strived to harness the potential of
virtual environments to support collaborative activities in
domains including document editing [21], video
conferencing [28], video editing [45], data analysis [16], and
information gathering [43].
In the earlier days, research on CSCW focused on ensuring
consistent interaction with objects. For example, Greenberg
et al. explored different methods to prevent concurrent
manipulation of objects or user conflicts in real-time
groupware [22], such as locking, serialization, and the degree
of optimism.

In the physical world, we are often willing to temporarily
share agency with others to collaboratively achieve tasks.
Such interaction is strongly discouraged in immersive virtual
environments, as it often causes significant motion sickness
due to the mismatch between visual and other sensory
feedback [53]. While research has begun to explore haptic
feedback for multi-user scenarios [38], a common design
choice is to disable direct contact among users.

Later work has focused on leveraging social protocols [43,
49, 54] in the physical world to avoid and resolve conflicts.
Significant work explored their usage in real-world colocated settings, as such environments allow users to directly
apply their rich spatial awareness and social knowledge. For
example, large tabletops provide a shared 2D surface for
collaborative interactions, while allowing face-to-face
communication of collocated users. WeSearch enabled a
group of users to conduct collaborative web search on a
tabletop display [43]. Collocated spatial augmented reality
enables users to interact with projected dynamic 3D content
in the physical world [1, 33, 37]. Room2Room recreated
face-to-face conversations by capturing the color and depth
information of a remote user and projecting a life-size virtual
copy into a local user’s space [49].

The present work seeks to address the unique challenges
found in multi-user interaction in immersive environments
by consistently expanding the availability of interaction
techniques for general multi-user interaction without
increasing the complexity of the system. The result is a set of
interaction techniques that support rich multi-user
interaction, from view sharing to collaborative design
processes, while protecting users’ agency.
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SPACETIME

navigation to support higher-level workflows. A traditional
design approach of content creation applications focuses on
the functionalities, providing discrete and commonly used
modes, commands, or tools (e.g. select, copy, teleport). A
unique challenge in immersive virtual environment, we have
observed, is that users frequently revisit and reuse previous
designs through the entire process. Our key insight, thus, is
that, interaction requires context and creates contexts,
spatially and temporally. Users should be able to interact
based on the context, which should be easily revisited for
reuse and iteration.

To explore the rich multi-user interaction in immersive 3D
environments, we implemented Spacetime. Spacetime is a
scene editing tool that enables a small group of users (2-3) to
collaboratively populate and edit a scene with pre-made 3D
models.
As the current implementation of Spacetime uses an Oculus
VR headset and Touch controllers, a user can grab an object
with either hand. While holding the object with one hand, a
user can grab the object with index triggers to scale and rotate
it. Releasing the trigger places the object into the scene.

Containers

A user can quickly navigate large distances by teleportation.
Pushing the joystick forward shoots a ray out from the user’s
hand, which can intersect with objects in the environment.
Releasing the joystick teleports the user to the intersection
point. All teleportation motion is stored in a stack, so that the
user can teleport back to previous positions by pulling the
joystick backward.

We unify navigation and object manipulation with
Containers. Instead of focusing on discrete operations and
commands, we focus on situating interactions in spatial and
temporal context. We see Containers as a projection of space,
similar to how slide projectors project small slides onto
larger screens; they can also go back and forth in time,
therefore objectifying space and time. This offers a new
mental model for the interaction and navigation in immersive
virtual environments, but also further expands the interaction
vocabulary, supporting fluid workflow. Represented as a
transparent sphere with a volumetric rendering inside, the
direct manipulation of the Containers affords a range of
interactions to assist with environment navigation and object
manipulation (Figure 3).

Navigation by translating, scaling, or rotating the whole
environment is also possible. Pressing either grip button and
moving the associated hand translates the space. Pressing
both grip buttons and moving both hands scales and rotates
the environment. Multiple users can adjust their position in
the environment independently. A user can scale up the
environment to work on small objects, which will make him
appear smaller from other users’ perspectives. This allows
multiple users to coexist in the same environment at their
preferred positions and scales, while maintaining their
relative spatial relationships (Figure 2).

• Containers store the selection of objects. A user can create
a Container to easily compose complex selections.
• Containers act as proxies, allowing for the manipulation
of multiple objects of arbitrary scales and distances, such
as for transformation and copy/paste.
• Containers illuminate the spatial context of selected
objects by visualizing unselected objects in proximity to
selected ones.
• Containers act as viewports to the spaces where selections
have been made and the locations a user has been to. As
previously created Containers are always accessible by the
user, a user can view, update, or reuse a previous selection
in their current context, without having to navigate back to
previous locations.
• Containers act as portals, when a user needs to go back to
a previous context. The user can teleport into the Container
to instantly move to the space where it was created.
• Containers reveal temporal context as a user spin the
Container to go through the history of selected content.
• Containers impose structure. Smaller Containers can be
nested inside larger ones, forming hierarchical structure.

Note that the focus of Spacetime was to explore the usage
and implications of the proposed interaction concepts rather
than on the specific input mechanisms used to achieve the
necessary interaction. While the interaction techniques are
coupled to Oculus Touch controllers, it is our intention that
the interaction modality could be generalized to other input
devices including direct gestural input.
SINGLE USER EDITING

One unique challenge of interaction in an immersive virtual
environment is that it offers vast space beyond our reach.
This creates challenges for the navigation of the environment
and interaction with objects. While significant work has
explored various navigation and object manipulation
techniques, the focus has been on the exploration of
physiologically acceptable navigation [40, 57] and the
application of direct object manipulation [51, 52]. Less
studied, however, is the combination of manipulation and

Select with Containers

A Container is created when the index trigger is pressed with
the hand in empty space. The Container is then held by the
hand (Figure 3a). A ray shoots out from it, so the user can
point at an object and use the thumb stick to select it. A proxy
of that object is created and summoned into the Container.
The user can continue pointing and adding objects to the
Container. When multiple objects are selected, their proxies

Figure 2. Two users of different scales in Spacetime.
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Figure 3. Interaction with Containers. a) Creating a Container, b) Selecting objects with a Container, c) Cutting / Deleting objects
from the scene, d) Browsing previously created Containers e) Pasting contained objects into the scene, f) Grabbing the Container
with another hand to manipulate the objects using it as proxy, g) Transforming the selected Objects, h) Viewing the surrounding
space with Container, i) Including unselected objects in the surrounding space into the Container.

maintain the relative spatial relationships inside the
Container. In a crowded setting where many objects need to
be selected, the user can quickly brush through the objects
while pressing the thumb stick to select all the objects the ray
crosses.

Portals to Context

A Container captures the space, thus recording its position.
Spacetime allows users to browse previously made
Containers by flicking the thumb stick left or right when not
holding any object (Figure 3d). The user can view any
updates to the space where the Container was created. They
can also teleport to the Container to go back to that location.
This enable the users to quickly travel among several
contexts for design iterations without tedious navigation.

Change the Projection

A Container can be used as a proxy; the manipulation of the
Container will transform all associated selected objects.
While holding the Container with one hand, the user can grab
it with their other hand to bimanually translate, scale, and
rotate it. The manipulation of the Container is applied to the
selected objects proportionally (Figure 3 c-d). Such
manipulation can be also seen as a filter applied to the
projection, similar to the lenses on physical projectors.

Replay Motion and History

Beyond recording and projecting static objects, the capture
and projection of dynamic objects over time is also
supported. Similar to recording and replay the motion of
objects on film, a user can replay the motion of by spinning
a Container. (Figure 4). The Containers also track the history
of the contained objects. They can thus be spun to allow users
to go back and forth in time to see how the selected objects
and the space evolve over time.

Project or Not Project – Copy/Cut/Paste/Delete Objects

While holding the Container, the user can push the thumb
stick forward to paste a new copy of the selection into the
space (Figure 3e), or pull the thumb stick backward to cut the
selected objects from the scene into the Container (Figure 3c)
The Container thus contains the actual objects rather than
their proxies. Pulling the thumb stick back again deletes the
objects from the Container. Seeing the Container as
projection of space, a user can capture a volumetric photo of
the space (select and copy), project it again at a different
space (paste), stop the projection (cut), and then throw away
the slide (delete).

Give a Presentation!

One natural and direct extension of the concept of projection
is to allow a user to give a 3D presentation by gradually
projecting out a list of prepared Containers in sequence, like
giving a presentation using a slide projector.

Viewports to the Space

In addition to showing the proxies of selected objects, the
Container also visualizes the objects that are in proximity to
the selected ones (Figure 3h). Therefore, the user can
understand the context of the selected objects by looking into
Containers. The user can also add the objects in proximity
into the selection with Expand command accessible to the
hand, which enables for the fast selection of a group of
aggregated objects.

Figure 4. Replay motion with Container. a) Selecting a moving
car, b) the car moves in the scene. c) The other hand can spin
the Container to go back and forth in time.
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Summary of The Container

The Container is a unifying interaction metaphor to support
common operations (selection, copy, paste, transformation,
etc.) and enable new ones – the Containers preserve spatial
and temporal context of the selection to improve awareness
and support fast reuse and navigation, enabling fluid design
workflows. Because this integration is entirely guided by
seeing the Container as the objectification of space and time,
the rich functionalities all collapse into one object, which can
all be accessed via direct bimanual manipulation.
COLLABORATIVE EDITING

The key challenge in supporting a fluid multi-user system
lies in balancing the power each individual user holds, while
also maintaining the collaborative experience. CSCW
research has explored different ways of enabling fluid
collaboration, such as by preventing inconsistent states,
maintaining object concurrency, leveraging existing social
protocols, and providing additional coordination techniques
[22, 33, 42, 54]. These approaches, however, either increase
the complexity of a system, as they require that users learn
new protocols/rules, or result in restrictive systems, which
constrain users’ actions and impact user experiences.

Figure 5. Resolving conflicts with Parallel Objects. a) A user
seeks to manipulate objects that are being manipulated, b)
Creating Parallel Objects to enable parallel manipulation, c)
Manipulating a subset of Parallel Objects, d) Unselected
Parallel Objects fade away as no conflict has occurred.

In Spacetime, when a set of objects are being selected and
manipulated by a user, the others can still select and
manipulate the Parallel Objects with the Container. When a
user creates a Container and points to objects they want to
select, if the objects are being manipulated by others, the
system automatically creates Parallel Objects of the
manipulated ones to facilitate the selection. The selected
Parallel Objects will be preserved as the user’s selection
confirms the design conflicts. The unselected Parallel
Objects will gradually disappear as no conflicts have been
established. This enables the users to express their intentions
in parallel, without waiting for others to finish their tasks.

Spacetime address this problem with the following insight:
we are so deeply bounded by the physics of the physical
world, where an object can only exist at one state at one
moment, that we have continued to maintain it in the digital
world. In typical multi-user applications, an object being
manipulated by a user is considered locked to that user.
While this can prevent concurrent manipulation of object
from different users which may result in inconsistent states,
it requires users to wait for each other to finish their actions,
therefore, making the multi-user interaction sequential.

For a set of Parallel Objects, the chosen version is shown at
full opacity, while the rest of objects in the set are shown in
30% opacity in our system to reduce their visual impact.

Parallel Objects

We propose that the physics of virtual worlds should be
augmented to allow multiple versions of one object to coexist
at the same time. To do this, virtual environments should
allow for the parallel manipulation of objects, by creating a
Parallel Object whenever a conflict occurs, or exploring
multiple versions of the object would be helpful.

Creating Parallel Objects for Design Exploration

When setting up a scene with models, users often lay out the
same set of objects in different ways to compare different
design choices. In Spacetime, a user can explicitly create
several sets of Parallel Objects to compare different designs.

Creating Parallel Objects to Resolve Conflicts

Parallel Objects can be created when a user wants to
manipulate an object that is already being manipulated.
Different from the general approach, if an object is already
held by a user, a user can pull off a Parallel Object and
manipulate it as they wish.

The user can create Parallel Containers, which contain
Parallel Objects of the selected objects. When holding a
Container, a user can press the Parallel command on the
controller to create the Parallel Objects of the contained
objects at the same position as the original objects. While the
user continues to manipulate the original objects, other users
can simultaneously manipulate the parallel ones to
experiment with different designs.

A general challenge of multi-user environments is that one
user’s action may interfere with the actions of another user.
For example, when mapping out a city scene, a user may
want to select a block of buildings and duplicate them in
another empty area. As the user is about to select the
buildings, another user may have already started to
manipulate the objects, unaware (e.g. at a smaller scale,
occluded, or simply out of the view) that the first user is also
interested in manipulating the same set of objects. The first
user would have wait for the second user to finish their
operation before the first user can start their own operation.

Switching Between and Deleting Parallel Objects

When resolving conflicts and comparing design choices, it is
important to visualize different versions in a scene one by
one to see which one fits the entire scene, or visualize all the
options at once to compare them against each other.
Spacetime enables both workflow by adjusting the opacity –
the projection strength – of the Parallel Objects.
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Figure 6. Manipulating Parallel Containers. a) Parallel Containers, b) Switching parallel version, c) Highlighting all the versions, d)
Hiding all the versions except the chosen one, e) Merging a parallel version into the chosen one.

By default, Spacetime only shows the chosen version at full
opacity. When Parallel Containers are created, they are
arranged around the main one, like a round-tray slide
projector (Figure 6). The user can flick the thumb stick left
or right to switch the main Container and thus the projection
into space. When switched, the objects smoothly animate
between the parallel configurations. The user can quickly
delete different versions of the Parallel Objects one by one
by flicking the thumb stick back. If the Parallel Objects being
removed are the chosen ones, the system automatically
chooses the next version.

natural in the physical world, they are extremely risky in
virtual reality, as they will suddenly change others’ views
and cause motion sickness due to the lack of haptic and
proprioceptive feedback. As such, the manipulation of other
users strongly discouraged in virtual reality applications. Our
key design goal, on the other hand, is to permit such
manipulation but prevent its negative impact.
We see avatars as objects with dynamic behaviors, just like
common objects in real world, which are directly
manipulable. Spacetime allows for the direct manipulation
of avatars but protect a manipulated user’s agency by
decoupling and redirecting the effects of the manipulation
to their Parallel Avatars. This brings back the rich
interaction we are familiar with the real world into the virtual
environment and enables a fluid collaborative experience.

When holding a Parallel Container, the user can push and
hold the thumb stick forward to gradually increase the
projection strength to project all parallel versions into the
scene or pull backward to hide all the unchosen versions.
This allows the user to compare the different versions when
viewing their full visual style or see how one fits in the entire
scene. A common approach in existing applications to
support such comparisons is to make several copies, which
clutters a scene. Furthermore, these duplicated objects are
independent, requiring users to manually manage them.
Parallel Objects, however, allow users to easily change the
ways of comparison and preserve the versions they are
interested in and revisit them anytime in the design process.

Creating Parallel Avatars

While objects can be temporarily held and owned by other
users, an avatar is permanently owned by its host. Therefore,
instead of directly manipulating an original avatar, a user can
pull off a Parallel Avatar of the original. The Parallel Avatar
can be translated, scaled, or rotated to suggest a different
view without affecting the original avatar. When a Parallel
Avatar is created from an original, an unobtrusive vibration
– a virtual shoulder tap – is generated on the controller of the
grabbed side to notify the user that a parallel version of has
been created by another user.

Merging Parallel Objects

Another advantage Parallel Objects afford is the ability to
allow different users to work on different aspects of a design
and then blend the visual style. For example, while one user
is configuring the layout of an object, another user can
simultaneously adjust the color of the parallel version. The
user can choose to add the style of the parallel version to the
current version by tapping on a Parallel Container. The
Parallel Container then collapses into the main one, merging
the updated style. Conflicted attributes will be prompted and
resolved by explicitly choosing from the conflicted attributes.

View Sharing

A user can switch to the parallel version of themselves by
pointing at the parallel version and teleporting to it. This lets
the user easily experience the views that the other users have
created (Figure 7). A user can also record the manipulation
of a a Parallel Avatar, defining a continuous viewing path.

Summary of Parallel Objects

Different from traditional git-like conflict management
whose goal is to always ensure one shared version [38],
Parallel Objects enables multiple users to dynamically create
multiple shared versions to collaboratively configure,
compare, and merge different designs of the same objects
without interfering each other’s workflow.
Avatar Objects

One key characteristic of collaboration in the physical world
is that collaborators are willing to temporarily cede agency
to collaboratively achieve tasks. For example, one person can
lift another person in the air to get objects beyond their reach
or grab another person’s arm to get their attention and then
lead them to another place. Despite these interactions are

Figure 7 Parallel Avatars a) Tapping on the shoulder, b)
Pulling off and resizing a Parallel Avtar, c) Placing a Parallel
Avatar, d) Teleporting to the Parallel Avatar to get the view.
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In addition to reusing the content created by others, the
Parallel Avatar enables the users to see the progress of
collaborators in context and in real-time while content is
being created. This improves awareness and allows for
timely discussion, avoiding excessive iterations on the final
results.
Summary of Avatar Objects

The Avatar Objects allow users to easily share the views with
other without breaking their workflow. Note that, this is done
by consistently extending the Parallel Objects beyond
common objects to the avatar. The result is a rich set of
interaction techniques without introducing any additional
user interface components.
EXPERT EVALUATION

Figure 8 Teleportation. a) A user teleports, b) leaving motion
lines and two Parallel Avatars. c) The other user teleport to a
Parallel Avatar d) to reuse the teleportation.
Teleportation

We conducted an expert evaluation to gain feedback about
the effectiveness and usefulness of the proposed interaction
techniques. We are particularly interested in whether the
interaction concepts can afford continuous and fluid
individual and collaborative workflows.

In most systems, teleportation is an instant action, which
causes jarring experiences in multi-user scenarios. In
Spacetime, each teleportation creates two Parallel Avatars at
both ends of the teleportation, with motion lines connecting
them. This informs the others of the action a user has taken.
Other users can teleport to the beginning Parallel Avatar and
then teleport automatically to the location of the end Parallel
Avatar, reusing the teleportation operation. As the user is not
aware of destination of the teleportation, Spacetime uses a
blink teleportation, where the screen fades to black and back,
to reduce motion sickness.

Participants

Six professional Virtual Reality developers (aged 22 to 41)
were recruited to evaluate the interaction techniques. Each
participant has more than 3 years’ experience developing
Virtual Reality content. All except P4 had developed and
published virtual reality applications. Participants were
compensated $50 for an 80-minute session.
Apparatus

Spacetime was implemented using Unity with Oculus
Virtual Reality SDK on desktop computers with Nvidia GTX
1060. We used Oculus Rift CV1 with two Oculus Touch
controllers tracked by two Oculus Sensors for both
computers. The synchronization of the two setups was
performed using Photon Unity Networking SDK.

Dynamic Parallel Avatars

Parallel Avatars created for view sharing and teleportation
are designed to be static to preserve the views. A fully
parallel version of an avatar, however, should not only share
the appearance but also the dynamic behavior.

Procedure

A user can create a dynamic Parallel Avatar of any user with
both the body postures and user actions synchronized. As
such, any object the original avatar creates in his own scene
will automatically have a parallel version. Multiple dynamic
Parallel Avatars can be created and adjusted to different sizes
to reuse one user’s action at different scales.

The expert review session consisted of the following stages.
Introduction and Training (15-20 minutes)

Participants were first given an introduction to the study.
They then joined the experimenter in a office scene to begin
the training. The experimenter described the basic
manipulation and navigation techniques, the concept and
interaction of the Container, Parallel Objects, and Avatar
Objects. During training, the experimenter described the
interactions verbally and asked the participants to perform
the actions. The experimenter would demonstrate an
interaction if a participant had difficulty replicating it. The
training continued until the participant could interact with the
system without help.

For example, when collaborating on a multi-level game, two
users can first discuss the style and design. After reaching an
agreement, they can branch off to work on different levels of
the game. Before one leaves the scene, they can select and
store the other avatars in a Container just like any other
object. The user can then travel to a new scene and project
the Parallel Avatar into the environment.

Exercise and Exploration (30-40 minutes)

The experimenter and the participants then switched to
another scene to collaborate on a task to populate an empty
city map with 3D models (cars, buildings, and trees). After
completing the task, participants were introduced to
additional advanced functionalities that had not been
demonstrated during the study but were included in the posttask interview.

Figure 9 Dynamic Parallel Avatars. Avatars’ poster and
action are synchronized with respect to their scales.
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review things. And I like the idea that you can switch
projection to choose the one you want to leave in the scene.”

Questionnaire and Interview (15-20 minutes)

The study concluded with post-task questionnaire and
interview. The questionnaire consisted of 7-point Likert
scale questions (1 – Strongly disagree, 7 – Strongly agree) to
collect participants’ feedback on both the usefulness and
usability of the techniques. The experts were then
interviewed with open-ended questions to further gain their
feedback on how well the system supported the individual
and collaborative workflow and how they foresaw the system
supporting their workflows in virtual reality.

Parallel Objects were also found to be beneficial for social
interaction, “social interaction is a really tricking thing in
VR. you want to have as much personal control of what you
are doing, while also giving the other people the ability to
interact with the things they want to” (P5). Participants
found Parallel Objects “resolve[d] the conflicts in a smart
way” (P5), and “instead of blocking people, the system lets
the conflicts happen so that they can do whatever they
want ….. they are aware of the conflicts, and they can
discuss to resolve them” (P4). The advantage of the
coexistence of the conflicted versions “immediately let my
collaborator know what I’m thinking and then discuss,
rather than waiting for him to finish, and I come in to make
changes, which by the way also destroys his design, it’s just
a lot of friction and redundant work” (P3).

Results

All participants successfully completed the tasks and
responded positively to the system. “I want it now. This is
something that I want to spend all day in.” (P2)
Containers

Participants responded positively to the Container as an
interaction primitive for navigation and object manipulation.
They found using the Container to select and manipulate
objects intuitive (4/6 strongly agree, 2/6 agree). The
Container allowed them to manipulate objects “in a relaxing
way” (P4), as “if you want to work in VR for a while, you
want to be able to do things in the easiest possible way” (P6).
Being able to “just sit there and select the stuff, and then grab
with another hand and use the proxy to easily move them
around is fundamental [to the experience]” (P2).
Participants found it beneficial over existing approaches as
“you don’t have to move objects one by one” (P3), or “first
get in front of the objects, find the selection tool, select,
sometimes you have to move around to see if you have missed
anything, and then switch mode, and then manipulate them”
(P5). The Container, on the contrary, was found to be “really
fast and fluid” (P2), and acted as a viewport, “the little
hologram” (P2) allows users to quickly know “what’s
selected and what’s not” (P3).

Higher level workflows were also found to be facilitated by
Parallel Objects. As found by P2, being “able to work off
each other’s schedule; each person can work on each other’s
model without blocking them; each person can inspire one
another, is the most beneficial part to everyone”. P4 found
working on different aspects of the model in parallel, discuss,
and combine them “brings so much to the whole production”.
Notably, using Parallel Objects for communication was a
recurring topic amongst participants. Several participants
found that Parallel Objects would be very useful to facilitate
the communication and presentation to clients.
P2: “You can almost make three versions of each. And then
when you are doing a Q&A, you can mix and match the three
version of each, and ask them which one they like.”
P5: “Let’s say you are meeting a client, you want to be like,
hey, here are my three options, you want to be able to easily
and quickly and quickly navigate to each option. And the
clients can come in to make changes to things.”

The Container as the projection of space and time was
reported as easy to understand (2/6 strongly agree, 3/6 agree,
1/6 neutral). All participants, except P1, found the projection
concept helpful for them to “connect the features” (P2), and
see “the Container more as a viewport and projection rather
than just the selection” (P6). Using the Container as a space
anchor (P2) to quickly teleport back is strongly favored by
participants as “it lets you directly go back to the things you
have worked on.” (P4), as “that’s what you do most of the
times” (P3) Participants also found the projection concept
“resonated very well with the Parallel Objects” (P5). P1,
who rated neutral, however, didn’t “buy it for the copy paste
stuff, but I think it makes total sense for the Parallel Objects.”

P6 found the Parallel Objects “similar to the layers in
Photoshop” and noted it “absolutely should be a standard
feature in VR. In Photoshop, I use multiple layers to save the
different versions of things and toggle the layer on and off to
see different designs. Anything that lets you explore different
versions will be super helpful and necessary.”
Avatar Objects

Participants found pulling off and place Parallel Avatars to
be useful to inform their collaborators where to go (2/6
strongly agree, 3/6 agree, 1/6 neutral) and alerted them as to
where their collaborator wanted them to go (strongly agree
3/6, agree 3/6), compared to the alternative such as, “do you
see where I’m standing, come over, stand here, make
yourself smaller, face that direction.” (P2). P1, who was
neutral, expressed his concern that the “grabbing operation
is a bit too much, especially in modern times you don’t really
touch people, but knowing where to go is helpful, I prefer to
use the Container to select and paste them into the scene and
adjust the view for them.”

Parallel Objects

Participants respond positively to the utilities of Parallel
Objects. All participants found the Parallel Objects allowed
them to easily create and compare different designs (3/3
strongly agree, 3/3 agree) and easily discuss the design with
their collaborators (3/6 strongly agree, 3/6 agree). Parallel
Objects were also found useful in supporting individual
workflows. As P5 noted, “It’s completely useful. Because
when you are designing a whole bunch of stuff, you want to
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Being able to share views was also found useful to facilitate
the communication especially for 3D content, “where you
need to guide the users to look at things from certain
perspectives” (P1) or demonstrate “camera movement” (P6).
P3 found that it was useful to directly grab avatars to assign
tasks “when you get project supervisors, modelers, and
animators. It’s gonna be very very intuitive like hey, we finish
these models here, you are gonna animate this one, and you
are gonna animate that one. Depending on what role you
have in your production, you are gonna use this very
differently. I just see it in my head, very clearly, how it could
integrate into production pipeline”.

broadcasting a certain attribute of one parallel to all the
parallel states to eliminate the factor from the comparison.
Landing on One or Keeping Them All There?

Parallel Objects allow users to compare different designs to
choose the suitable one. But is it necessary to require the user
to land on one final version? In the future, we will explore
the co-existence of multiple design variations. For example,
when making a video game with different levels, depending
on players’ skills, a user may create a scene with parallel
versions and assign each version to different groups of users.
The Parallel Object may also stay in Quantum states, so that
different designs are chosen with probabilities. This may add
dynamics and randomness in a generative design setting.

Usability

All participants found the system overall was easy to use (3/6
strongly agree, 3/6 agree) and easy to learn (2/6 strongly
agree, 4/6 agree). However, P3 and P6 reported they were a
bit overwhelmed by the introduced features. P1 found
rotating the world causing motion sickness for him and
suggested either removing rotating the world or rotating and
scaling in discrete steps to prevent motion sickness.

From Multi-User to Crowd

The results of the expert evaluation show that the integration
of three concepts enables consistent interaction techniques to
support powerful individual functionalities as well as fluid
and parallel collaborative workflow.

We explore the interaction techniques with the emphasis on
supporting intimate collaborative sessions among 2-3 users.
One future direction is to scale interaction to a crowd of
users. This will allow us to evaluate the interaction
techniques in a more realistic and complex setting and to
explore interaction techniques that support the rich social
interaction of a large crowd. For example, an owner of a
scene may delegate tasks to a crowd using Parallel Avatar
Objects; he can create Parallel Dimensions, where groups of
users can work on the same scope without physically being
co-located in the same location.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

From Virtual Reality to Mixed Reality

Summary

We chose VR for the present exploration as it posed the least
constrains. However, we believe the core interaction
concepts can be applied to Mixed Reality as well. For
example, to account for the potential motion sickness of
moving other avatars and their users’ view, we enable users
to directly manipulate the parallel avatars to suggest
alternative views to others. In an augmented reality setting,
the risk of motion sickness is gone, but the risk of breaking
others’ workflows remains. The Parallel Avatar, therefore,
could be useful to share or suggest context while protecting
the social coherence. Instead of teleportation which is not
feasible in the physical world, the system can generate
navigation path to guide the user to the suggested view.

Container, Sphere, and Volumetric Display

We have focused on exploring the novel interaction
techniques afforded by objectifying space and time as
Containers. While users should have the flexibility to use
other 3D shapes to represent a selected space (e.g. cube,
cone), a spherical representation was chosen to connect with
prior work that explored interacting with spherical
multitouch [5] or volumetric displays [22, 24]. On-surface
multi-touch gestures and in-air hand gestures can not only
eliminate the reliance on hand held controllers, but also
further expand the Container’s functionalities.
Parallel Objects vs Instancing

Sutherland pioneered the concept of instancing [58], where
with graphical elements that are interconnected, the change
of the master object is automatically applied to all the
instanced objects. Parallel Objects are orthogonal to this in
that they are fundamentally not about the relationships
between multiple objects, but rather the multiple states of one
object. To use the analogy of inheritance from computer
programming, instancing allows the change of an inherited
valued to propagate to all instanced objects. Parallel states,
however, are not about inherence at all - they depict all the
different sets of values that an object can have.

CONCLUSION

We have presented Spacetime, a scene editing tool, built
from the ground up to explore three novel interaction
concepts: the Container, which objectifies space and time to
situate interaction in context; Parallel Objects, which
reduces the friction of and enables powerful parallel
workflows for multi-user interaction; and Avatar Objects,
which support natural social interaction while preserving an
individual user’s sense of agency.
We demonstrated how simple alterations of the fundamental
conventions could lead to new perspectives of context,
objects, and users in the environment, each of which results
in a set of novel and powerful interaction techniques. The
interweaving of these concepts further establishes a new
foundation that supports powerful individual interaction and
fluid collaboration in immersive virtual environments.

Interaction Between Parallel Objects

Future work will focus on the implications and extensions of
Parallel Objects. For example, Parallel Objects can collapse
into one, where consistent states are automatically merged,
and inconsistent ones are resolved by the users. Comparison
of different designs also be further facilitated by
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